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Question #:1

A customer views a product available in multiple color options. The customer must select only one color for
each product.

Which UI control allow a developer to present the user with all color choices at once, without prompting or
clicking, while ensuring that the user can only select one of the color options?

Text input

Radio buttons

Drop-down

Check box

Answer: B

Question #:2

Which two requirements demonstrate the need to configure correspondence? (Choose Two)

Fax a new insurance claim to the auto repair shop.

Assign a new insurance claim to a case worker to process.

Text the customer with status changes in an insurance claim.

Phone a customer for additional information about the caw.

Answer: A D

Question #:3

An organization has to lines of business: selling books for children and reselling college textbooks.

The division selling books for children can use the same basic user interface (UI) as the reselling textbook
with the exception of the payment methods.

How do you apply the Situational Layer Cake™ in this scenario?

Place the UI rules in the base layer, and create a new layer for the payment rules for both lines of
business.

Place the UI rules in the base layer, and create a parallel base layer for the payments rules.

Place the UI rules and generic t method rules in the base layer, and create a new layer for the
division-specific payment rules.
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Place the UI rules in the base layer, and create a new layer for the payment rule for each division.

Answer: D

Question #:4

You are designing a medical claim case type and haw the following requirement: Method claims must be
resolved within 5 days. To meet this requirement you need to set the___________ in the service level to 5
days.

passed deadline

goal

urgency

deadline

Answer: D

Question #:5

A requirement states: A customer can update an address at any point during case processing by performing the
following steps.

1. The customer submits the new address.

2. The application verifies that the address matches postal service requirements.

3. The customer then approves the corrected address.

How do you configure this requirement?

Add a button to each assignment to present the customer with a form to submit a new address.

Add an alternate stage to the case life cycle to change the address.

Add a case-wide optional process to the case workflow to perform the address change.

Add a case-wide optional action to the workflow for the address submission.

Answer: B

Question #:6

A development learn plans to enhance functionality of an existing application by changing several user
interface rules. The team would like to pilot the enhancements to small group of users before rolling the
changes out to the entire user base.
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What approach maximizes reuse and maintainability?

Place the updated rules Into a new ruleset and include the new ruleset in a new application.

Place the updated rules into a new minor version of the ruleset and include the new ruleset version in a
new application.

Place the updated rules into a new minor version of the ruleset and include the new ruleset version In a
new version of the application.

Place the updated rules Into a new ruleset and include the new ruleset in a new version of the
application.

Answer: C

Question #:7

You create an application for employees to submit timesheets. Employees enter work, vacation, and sick time
for a particular week.

On the entry form, employees see a summary of the total hours entered.

After the employee submits the timesheet, the application displays remaining vacation and sick time for the
employee.

To configure the form where users enter hours, select the best configuration option to calculate the total 
hours for the week.

Use a data transform. When the user enters the form, the data transform determines the sum of
the work, vacation, and sick tune properties.

Use declarative processing. When the value of any work, vacation, or sick time changes, the total
hours change.

Use procedural processing. When the value of any work, vacation, or sick time changes and the
user submits the form, the total hours change.

Use a When rote. When the value of any work, vacation, or sick time changes, the total hours
change.

Answer: B

Question #:8

A door manufacturer offers a finite list of colors on all its doors. As part of the order, customers can select the
color of the door.

Select the data page definition configuration settings to source a color drop-down list to minimize memory
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Question #:9

While testing a form, you need to verify the contents of a data page in memory. Which tool do you use to view
the current contents of the data page?

The Clipboard tool

Case Designer

The Data Explorer
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Live UI

Answer: A

Question #:10

You are developing a case type that processes scholarship applications. Scholarship application advanced
based on the standardized on the standardized test of the applications. A decision shape directs the process
flow. You want to test whether the process flows correctly, but you have not fully configured the user interface
so that applicants can enter their standardized test scores.

Use the Run Rule windows to create a unit test to evaluate the flow rule.

Use the Clipboard tool to set a value for the standardized test score filed.

Use a declare expression to set a value for the standardized test score filed.

Use Live to set how the case process and if an error occurs.

Answer: B

Question #:11

An online retailer allows customers to select a courier service for deliveries. The list of available courier
services is drawn from a data type sourced in the Pega database. The Fulfillment department wants to allow
local warehouse managers to add courier services to mitigate increases in delivery limes and remove courier
services that fail to meet delivery metrics.

Which two options are required increase managers to update courier service records in production? (Choose
Two)

Enable rule checkout for the local wherehous manager

Create an access group for local wherehouse manager

Delegate the records for the courier service data type.

Define an approval process for adding and removing courier services.

Answer: B C

Question #:12

You are creating a case type to process job application for large corporation. Job application for security
position require physical assessment in additional to the standard before or after the background check.

How do you configure a case type lo achieve the required behavior?


